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Hands-On Learning Is A Hands-Down Success
(NAPSA)—Hands-on activities,
such as building an erupting volcano in science class, are getting
good grades from students and
teachers. A newly released study
shows that these types of activities actually help elementary
school students learn better.
The Academic Value of Handson Craft Projects in Elementary
Schools, one of the first studies
ever to investigate the impact of
hands-on projects and academic
learning, concludes that many elementary school educators have
found hands-on crafts projects one
of the best techniques for enabling
students to sustain knowledge
while instilling a curiosity for and
appreciation of learning.
“This study confirms what
many teachers have believed for
years—student learning improves
when classroom lessons incorporate hands-on craft activities,”
says Pat Koziol, Executive Director of Hobby Industry Association
(HIA), which commissioned the
study. “Crafting has long been
known as having emotional benefits and this study’s results show
that it provides solid educational
benefits as well.”
The study analyzed data collected from teachers and students
in 76 K-6 grade classes in public
and private schools in urban, suburban and rural settings. Teachers were surveyed and tested
with specially designed knowledge application tasks to gauge
learning.
Some of the key findings are:
1. Almost three-fourths (72 percent) of the teachers indicated that
they explicitly and intentionally
link their instructional units

(NAPSA)—Many priceless pictures and timeless memories are
once again seeing the light of day,
rather than being packed away in
dusty photo albums. All it takes is a
digital camera and a few online
tools—and you can be sure precious
photos will always look their best.

A new study shows students
develop a greater curiosity about
the subject matter when hands-on
projects are incorporated.
involving hands-on projects to state
or national curriculum standards.
2. Students who spent a
greater proportion of their classroom learning time engaged in
hands-on projects scored significantly higher on writing and
drawing knowledge application
tasks designed for the study.
3. Students develop greater
curiosity about the subject matter
when hands-on projects are incorporated.
4 Te a c h e r s s a y l e a r n i n g
through hands-on projects is particularly well suited for students
who learned more effectively in
non-traditional approaches and
for slow readers or writers, or
non-native English speakers.
4. Student behavior and socialization skills, including cooperation and confidence, improve
when hands-on projects are
undertaken.
For a full report on the study
visit www.hobby.org.

Cool Web sites let people preserve and share their favorite
photographs.
There are even free Web sites
that offer simple, fun ways to enhance and share photos. For example, NikonNet offers photo
album CDs, which are great for
sharing with others, and for
archiving photos to preserve the
memories. These inexpensive CDs
play albums exactly as they
appear on the Web—complete
with customized backgrounds and
personal captions—and don’t
require an Internet connection.
Photo album CDs make terrific
gifts for holidays and special occasions, but are also great for preserving family vacations, parties
and other memorable events.
So, if you’re looking to do more
with your photographs, an online
photo site like NikonNet, plus
photo album CDs, can be just the
thing to bring your pictures to life.
For more information about
online photography, photo albums
and CDs, visit the Web site at
www.nikonnet.com.

What It Takes To Seize The Dream
(NAPSA)—Is there a winning
formula for seizing the American
dream?
It may be easy to think that
the answer to achieving the success of an entrepreneur such as
Bill Gates or Steven Jobs lies
someplace between superhuman
intelligence, great timing and
luck. But the success of these and
other entrepreneurs is not dependent on these three factors, says
Jim H. Houtz, the author of Seize
the American Dream: 10 Entrepreneurial Success Strategies
($27.95).
“The secret to seizing the
American dream as an entrepreneur lies mostly with entrepreneurs learning how to manage
and grow the businesses they
start,” said Houtz, a venture capitalist and chairman of Southwest
Jet Aviation.
In 1967, Houtz founded CyCare
with $1,500 and ten shares of IBM
stock. CyCare grew to become a
500-person, $270 million corporation, critically recognized as an
industry leader.
In 1996, Houtz sold his company to Atlanta-based HBOC for
over a quarter-billion dollars.
“Seize the American Dream dispels the popular myth that entrepreneurs are good only at starting
companies and not running them,”
says Houtz, whose book provides
the strategies, resources and
inspiration needed to help the
industrious create, finance, maintain and grow a successful and
thriving business.
“This isn’t a book for those on
the fence about making the leap
from 9-to-5 to creating their own
business,” says Houtz. “This is a

Do you have what it takes to
be an entrepreneur? A new book
profiles the disciplines needed to
achieve success.
guide for those who want to know
how to stick around after pouring
their life savings and sweat
equity—and hopes—into a new
venture.
For those who have already
made up their mind to leverage
their knowledge, contacts, skills
and passions into a big pay-off,
Houtz promotes 10 key disciplines
and strategies that are essential
to the success of both start-ups
and emerging businesses.
“Seize the American Dream is
the winning formula. All the
ingredients are here for any size
company,” said Ruth Ann Marshall, president, MasterCard
International.
The book is available at
www.amazon.com and wherever
books are sold.

Coping With Cancer

Tips On Making The Move To College
(NAPSA)—More than 15 million students enter classes at colleges and universities across the
nation each fall, according to the
National Center for Education
Statistics. Many of these students
will be moving their belongings a
considerable distance from their
hometowns. Since starting or
returning to college is often a
stressful experience, students
should do everything possible to
make the move itself hassle-free.
Penske Truck Rental, one of the
nation’s leading truck rental companies, offers the following tips to
help make the move easier:
• Assess your moving needs
and select the proper truck size by
using the free Penske Moving
Guide. This can help you calculate,
room by room, the truck size, packing equipment and moving accessories (such as boxes and furniture
pads) that will best meet your
household needs. Or visit the Web
site at www.pensketruckrental.com
and use the Truck Wizard.
• Get together with a couple of
fellow students to share costs and
take turns with the driving on
long trips. Helping each other will
also speed up the loading and
unloading process.
• Make sure the rental company has 24-hour emergency road
service along your route.
• Reserve your truck and moving supplies as soon as possible to
assure availability of the truck
and supplies needed. Be sure to
pick up your supplies in advance
to avoid a last-minute packing
frenzy.

***
Vote for the man who promises
least; he’ll be the least
disappointing.
—Bernard M. Baruch
***

When renting a truck for the
trip up to college, it’s a good idea
to pick it up early so you can
pack it carefully and efficiently.
• Pack stereo equipment, TVs
and computers in original cartons,
or use strong packing paper or
bubble wrap.
• When loading the truck, put
the heaviest items on first. If contending with several flights of
stairs at your destination, you
may want to unload enough items
to enable you to move the heaviest
items into your residence first—
before you’re extremely tired.
• Pick up the rental truck the
day or evening before moving day
so you can take some time to
familiarize yourself with the operation and handling of the vehicle.
This will allow you to get an early
start on loading the next morning.
Do-it-yourself movers can pick
up a free moving guide at any
Penske Truck Rental location, by
calling 1-800-222-0277 or by visiting www.pensketruckrental.com.

The Labrador retriever originally came from Newfoundland,
not Labrador.

A domestic cat can run up to
30 miles per hour.
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(NAPSA)—Learning to cope
with reproductive cancer may
improve the quality of life for
women with the disease.
On average, a woman in the
United States will be diagnosed
with a cancer of the reproductive
organs every 64 minutes. For
many of the women, the emotional
impact of such a diagnosis is at
least as great as the physical consequences. Indeed, a study conducted by The Gillette Company
revealed that women are more
concerned about the impact of
their illness on family than about
their own mortality.
With emotional wellness widely
considered a critical component in
long-term cancer survivorship,
many medical centers are focusing
on treating the woman, not solely
the disease. But what can women
do on their own to cope with the
emotional issues surrounding
cancer?
Join a Support Group
Meeting other women who
understand how you feel may alleviate the stress you are undergoing. Support groups are also beneficial for family members who may
be equally confused and anxious.
Explore Online Resources
Because the quantity of information available online about
women’s cancer can be overwhelming, it can be hard to know where
to start. One option is the Gillette
Women’s Cancer Connection
(www.gillettecancerconnect.org),
which provides information ranging from local and online support
group listings, to articles and
advice from cancer survivors.
Get Physical
Staying physically active while
coping with cancer is vital for
body and mind. Consider a workout buddy to motivate you to stick

Emotional well-being plays an
important rolled in the cancer
recovery process.
to your personal exercise plan.
There are many exercise regimes
you can take advantage of, but
check with your physician first.
Both yoga and Pilates have
proven beneficial to the emotional
well being of cancer patients, promoting relaxation, physical flexibility and peace of mind.
Express Yourself
Coming to terms with your emotions is an important phase in the
coping process. Writing your
thoughts in a personal journal can
be therapeutic and allows you to
track your progress. Activities such
as painting, drawing and photography also provide a creative outlet
for self-expression so your feelings
aren’t bottled up inside.
Ultimately, experts say emotional wellness is about keeping
your spirits high during a period
where you are being “tested” as
never before.

